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SMOOTH LIE GROUPS ACTIONS ARE
PARAMETRIZED DIFFEOLOGICAL SUBGROUPS
PATRICK IGLESIAS-ZEMMOUR AND YAEL KARSHON
Abstract. We show that every effective smooth action of a Lie
group G on a manifold M is a diffeomorphism from G onto its
image in Diff(M), where the image is equipped with the subset
diffeology of the functional diffeology.
Introduction
The group Diff(M) of diffeomorphisms of a manifoldM, and subgroups
that preserve certain geometric structures (for example, the group of
symplectomorphisms of a symplectic manifold), are important objects
of research. Such groups are often considered heuristically as infinite
dimensional Lie groups, whose “finite dimensional Lie subgroups” are
taken to be the images of smooth finite dimensional Lie group actions.
There are several rigorous approaches to the structure of Diff(M).
When M is compact, Diff(M) is a Fre´chet Lie group [Omo74]. An
approach through Fro¨licher structures is given in [KrMi97].
In this paper we take a simpler rigorous approach: the diffeological ap-
proach. Roughly, a diffeology on a set X declares which maps from Rn
to X are smooth, for all n ∈ N. See Section 1 for relevant definitions. If
M is a manifold, there is a natural diffeology on Diff(M), with respect
to which the notion “Lie subgroup of Diff(M)” is unambiguous: it is a
subgroup that, equipped with the subset diffeology, is a manifold. The
usual notion of an effective smooth action of a Lie group G on a mani-
foldM is the same thing as a group monomorphism G→ Diff(M) that
is smooth in the diffeological sense. A priori it is not obvious that in
this situation the manifold structure on G is induced from the ambient
diffeology of Diff(M), i.e., that the smooth monomorphism is neces-
sarily a diffeomorphism with its image. The purpose of this paper is
to prove this fact. Thus, a Lie subgroup of Diff(M) really is the same
thing as the image in Diff(M) of a smooth Lie group action onM. We
give a formal statement in diffeological terms:
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Theorem— Let M be a manifold. Equip Diff(M) with the functional
diffeology. Then every smooth monomorphism from a Lie group to
Diff(M) is an induction.
We now rephrase this statement in more common terms. Let ρ : G →
Diff(M) be an effective smooth action of a Lie group G on a manifold
M. That is, ρ is a one-to-one group homomorphism, and the map
(g,m) 7→ ρ(g)(m) from G ×M to M is smooth. Let D be an open
subset of Rk for some k. Let r 7→ fr be a map from D to the image of G
in Diff(M). Let r 7→ gr be the map from D to G such that ρ(gr) = fr
for all r ∈ D. Assume that the map (r,m) 7→ fr(m), from D ×M to
M, is smooth. Then the map r 7→ gr, from D to G, is smooth.
For example, this theorem immediately implies that the ordinary smooth
structure of the linear group GL(n,R) is induced by the functional
diffeology of Diff(Rn). This fact was proved in [Igl85] but not as a
consequence of a more general theorem. More generally, most of the
classical Lie groups – the orthogonal groups, the unitary groups, the
symplectic groups etc. – are Lie subgroups (in the diffeological sense)
of groups of diffeomorphisms of vector spaces.
Sentences such as “What are, modulo conjugacy, the maximal subtori
of a group of symplectomorphisms?”, as considered in [KKP07], have
an intrinsic diffeological meaning. The above theorem shows that, for-
tunately, this meaning coincides with the usual interpretation of such
sentences.
In Section 2, we prove the above theorem. In Section 3, we give a
simple sufficient condition for which the induction is an embedding;
this condition holds for the classical Lie groups that are listed above.
Throughout this paper, all manifolds, and in particular all Lie groups,
are assumed to be Hausdorff, second countable, and finite dimensional.
1. The diffeological framework
We review here definitions and constructions in diffeology that we will
need. More details can be found in [PIZ05-10].
Let X be a set. A parametrization on X is a map from an open subset
of Rn, for some n ∈ N, to X. A diffeology on X is a set of parametriza-
tions, whose elements are called plots, that satisfies three axioms: the
covering axiom – constant maps are plots; the locality axiom – being
a plot is a local condition: given f : U → X, if every point in U has
a neighbourhood V such that f|V is a plot, then f is a plot; and the
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smooth compatibility axiom – precomposition of a plot with a smooth
map (in the usual sense) is a plot. A diffeological space is a set equipped
with a diffeology.
Let M be a manifold. There exists on M a natural diffeology: the
plots consist of those parametrizations that are smooth in the usual
sense. On the group Diff(M) of diffeomorphisms ofM there also exists
a natural diffeology, called the functional diffeology : the plots consist
of those parametrizations U → Diff(M), r 7→ fr, for which the map
(r,m) 7→ fr(m) from U×M to M is smooth.
The discrete diffeology on a set X is the diffeology for which only the
locally constant parametrizations are plots. A space with the discrete
diffeology is called discrete.
A smooth map between two diffeological spaces is a map whose precom-
position with every plot of the source is a plot of the target. Diffeolog-
ical spaces and their smooth maps form a category. The isomorphisms
of this category are called diffeomorphisms. Thus, a diffeomorphism is
a bijective map that is smooth and whose inverse is smooth.
On any subset A of a diffeological space X, there exists a natural dif-
feology, called the subset diffeology. Its plots are the plots of X with
values in A. If this diffeology is discrete, A is called a discrete subspace.
In particular, any countable subset of a manifold inherits the discrete
diffeology, for example Q ⊂ R.
An induction is an injective smooth map between diffeological spaces
that is a diffeomorphism onto its image, where the image is equipped
with the subset diffeology. For manifolds, every induction is an im-
mersion, and every immersion is locally an induction, but an immer-
sion need not be an induction, even if it is injective. For example,
the parametrization t 7→ (sin(t), sin(2t)) from (−pi,+pi) to R2, of the
lemniscate (figure eight), is an injective immersion but it is not an
induction.
A diffeology on X determines a topology on X, called the D-topology,
in which a subset of X is open if and only if its preimage by every plot
is open. Such a subset is called D-open. If a subset of X is D-open,
then its subset topology coincides with the D-topology of its subset
diffeology. The quotient R/(Z + αZ), for α irrational, is an example
of a highly nontrivial1 diffeological space whose D-topology is trivial.
1
R/(Z+βZ) is diffeomorphic to R/(Z+αZ) if and only if there exists
(
a b
c d
)
∈
GL(2,Z) such that β = aα+b
cα+d
[DonIgl85].
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On a manifold, the D-topology coincides with the classical topology. A
manifold can be redefined as a diffeological space in which every point
is contained in a D-open set that is diffeomorphic to an open subset
of some Rn. A map of manifolds is smooth in the usual sense if and
only if it is smooth in the diffeological sense. A submanifold is just a
subspace which is a manifold.
The D-topology distinguishes between inductions: an induction that
is also a homeomorphism with its image, when the image is taken
with the subset topology induced from the D-topology of the ambient
space, is called an embedding. Not every induction is an embedding.
For example, the irrational line R → R2/Z2 given by x 7→ [x, αx] for
α irrational is an induction but is not an embedding.
The quotient of a diffeological space X by any equivalence relation R
has a natural diffeology, called the quotient diffeology. Its plots are
those parametrizations that can be locally lifted to plots of X along the
projection pi : X → X/R. Thus, f : U → X/R is a plot if and only if
for every point u ∈ U there exists a neighbourhood V of u in U and
a plot f˜ : V → X such that f|V = pi ◦ f˜. A strict map f : X → Y is a
smooth map that identifies the quotient X/f with the image f(X), as
diffeological spaces [Don84].
A diffeological group G is a group equipped with a diffeology such that
the inversion and the multiplication are smooth. If M is a manifold
then Diff(M), with its functional diffeology, is a diffeological group.
A Lie group is the same thing as a diffeological group that is also a
manifold. A Lie subgroup of Diff(M) is a subgroup that, with the
subset diffeology, is a Lie group.
A smooth action of a diffeological group G on manifoldM is a smooth
homomorphism ρ : G → Diff(M), where Diff(M) is equipped with
the functional diffeology. When G is a Lie group, this is equiva-
lent to the usual definition of a smooth G action on M: the map
(g,m) 7→ ρ(g)(m) is required to be smooth. The action is effective if
the homomorphism ρ is injective. The tautological action of Diff(M)
on M is smooth and effective.
2. Smooth Lie group actions on manifolds
In the following paragraphs, we use the following notation. G is a Lie
group, M is a manifold, and ρ : G→ Diff(M) is a smooth action of G
onM. We denote the stabilizer of m in G by Gm. We denote ρ(g)(m)
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by g ·m, and we denote the G-orbit of m by G ·m. For every point m
of M, we denote by m♮ : G→M the orbit map m♮(g) := g ·m.
The orbit map m♮ descends to a smooth map m♮ : G/Gm →M. Thus,
m♮ = m♮◦pi, where pi : G→ G/Gm is the projection. Moreover, because
the stablizer Gm ofm is a closed subgroup of G, this stabilizer Gm is an
embedded submanifold of G, the quotient G/Gm is a manifold, and the
projection pi : G → G/Gm is a submersion. Moreover, pi is a (locally
trivial) principal bundle with Gm as structure group acting on G by
Gm ×G ∋ (h, g) 7→ gh
−1; see for example [KobNom63].
1. The orbit map. Let M be a manifold, let G be a Lie group, and
let ρ : G → Diff(M) be a smooth action of G on M. Let m be a point
of M. Then the orbit map m♮ : G→M is a strict map.
Note 1. This statement means that the map m♮ is a diffeomorphism
from G/Gm to G ·m, where the former is equipped with the quotient
diffeology of G and the latter is equipped with the subset diffeology
induced from M. In other words, m♮ is an induction, which implies in
particular that the orbit G ·m is a submanifold.
Note 2. The induction m♮ : G/Gm → M is not necessarily an em-
bedding. For example, consider the group G = R, the manifold
M = R2/Z2 ×R, and the action ρ(t)([x, y], α) = ([x + t, y + αt], α).
Let m = ([x, y], α). If α is rational, then m♮ is an embedding, and if
α is irrational, then m♮ is an induction but not an embedding.
Proof. Because the quotient map pi : G → G/Gm admits smooth local
sections, the map m♮ : G/Gm → M is a smooth injection. Let σ be a
smooth section of pi, let O be its image in G, and assume that 1G ∈ O.
Then O is transverse to Gm at the identity 1G.
The differential of the orbit map m♮ : g 7→ g · m, computed at the
identity 1G, is the map ξ 7→ ξM(m), where ξ is an element of the
Lie algebra G of G and ξM denotes the fundamental vector field on M
associated to ξ. The kernel of this map is equal to the Lie algebra Gm
of Gm:
Gm = T1GGm = {ξ ∈ G | ξM(m) = 0}.
The image of this map is the subspace G · m = {ξM(m) | ξ ∈ G} of
TmM. Let D be a disc inM through m that is transverse at m to this
subspace.
Consider the map
ψ : O×D→M , (a, x) 7→ a · x.
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By the implicit function theorem, after possibly shrinking O and D,
the image Um := ψ(O ×D) is open in M, and ψ is a diffeomorphism
of O×D with Um.
For every x ∈ D, consider the set
Ax := {g ∈ G | g ·m ∈ ψ(O× {x})}.
Note that Ax is nonempty if and only if x ∈ G ·m ∩D.
Let us now show that
G ·m ∩D is countable. (♣)
For this, we will first show that
(♦) for every x ∈ D, the set Ax is an open subset of G.
(♥) for every x, y ∈ D, if x 6= y then Ax ∩Ay = ∅.
Let g ∈ G. Suppose that g · m = a · x for a ∈ O. The subset
O · Gx · a
−1 · g of G is a neighbourhood of g in G, and for every g ′ in
this subset, g ′ ·m ∈ ψ(O× {x}). This shows (♦).
Now suppose that g is in both Ax and Ay. Then both x and y are
equal to prD ◦ψ
−1(g ·m), where ψ−1 : Um → O×D is the inverse of ψ
and where prD : O×D→ D is the projection to the second coordinate.
So x and y are equal to each other. This shows (♥).
Thus, {Ax}x∈D is a family of disjoint open subsets of G. Because G
is second countable, at most countably many elements of this family
are nonempty. But Ax is nonempty exactly if x ∈ G · m ∩ D. This
shows (♣).
Let us now check that the map m♮ : G/Gm → M is an induction
(diffeomorphism with its image). Fix an arbitrary parametrization
γ : V → G/Gm, and assume that the composition m♮ ◦ γ is smooth.
We need to show that γ itself is smooth.
Let r0 be a point in V and let g ∈ G be such that γ(r0) is equal to
the coset gGm in G/Gm. We need to find a neighbourhood of r0 in V
in which γ is smooth. Shrinking V, precomposing γ by translation by
r0, and composing γ by left multiplication by the element g
−1 of G, we
reduce the problem to the following special case.
We assume that V is a small open ball centred at the origin 0, that
γ(0) = pi(1G), and that γ(V) ⊂ pi(O). The map γ := σ ◦ γ : V → O
is then well defined, and it is a lift of γ, that is, pi ◦ γ = γ. The map
v 7→ γ(v) · m, being equal to the composition m♮ ◦ γ, is smooth by
assumption; also, it takes values in the subset Um(= ψ(O×D)) ofM.
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By the definition of ψ, we can write
ψ−1(γ(v) ·m) = (α(v), µ(v)),
where α is a parametrization of G that takes values in O, where µ is a
parametrization of M that takes values in D, and where
α(v) · µ(v) = γ(v) ·m
for all v ∈ V. Rewriting the last equality as µ(v) = (α(v)−1γ(v)) ·m,
we see that µ also takes values in G ·m. So µ takes values in the set
G ·m ∩D, which is countable by (♣).
Because v 7→ ψ−1(γ(v) · m), being the composition of two smooth
maps, is smooth, the parametrizations α and µ are also smooth. Being
a smooth map on an open ball that takes values in a countable set, the
map µ is constant. So µ(v) = m for all v, and α(v) ·m = γ(v) ·m for
all v. This, in turns, implies that pi(α(v)) = pi(γ(v)) for all v. Because
α(v) and γ(v) both belong to O, composing with σ gives γ(v) = α(v).
But we already know that α is smooth. So γ is also smooth, and,
hence, so is γ. 
2. When G is countable. Let M be a manifold, G a countable
discrete group, and ρ : G→ Diff(M) a smooth action. Then the image
of ρ is a discrete subset of Diff(M). In particular, if the action is
effective, then ρ is an induction.
Note 1. Because we assume manifolds to be second countable, a
countable discrete group is the same thing as a zero dimensional Lie
group.
Note 2. The image of a discrete diffeological group into Diff(M) by
a smooth monomorphism has no reason to be discrete a priori. For
example, a Lie group G injects into Diff(G) by left multiplication. If G
is equipped with the discrete diffeology, then the injection G→ Diff(G)
is smooth, but it is not an induction if dimG > 0. We rule out this
example by assuming that G is countable.
Proof. Let r 7→ fr be a smooth parametrization in Diff(M) with values
in ρ(G), and let r0 be a point in the domain of this parametrization.
Fix m ∈ M. Because G is countable, the orbit G · m is countable.
But a countable subspace of a manifold is diffeologically discrete. So
the smooth parametrization ϕ : r 7→ fr(m), which takes its values in
the countable subspace G · m of M, is locally constant. But locally
constant means constant on the connected components of the domain
of the parametrization [PIZ05-10, chap. II]. Let B be an open ball in
the domain of ϕ that is centred at r0. Then fr(m) = fr0(m) for all r
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in B. Repeating this argument for all m inM, we deduce that fr = fr0
for all r in B. Thus, the parametrization r 7→ fr is locally constant. In
conclusion, the image of G by ρ is discrete. It follows immediately that
if the action is effective then ρ is an induction. 
3. The case of a discrete stabilizer. LetM be a manifold, let G
be a Lie group, and let ρ : G → Diff(M) be an effective smooth action
of G on M. Suppose that there exists a point m in M such that the
stabilizer Gm is discrete. Then ρ is an induction.
Proof. Let r 7→ fr be a parametrization of Diff(M) that takes its values
in ρ(G). Let r 7→ gr be the parametrization of G such that ρ(gr) = fr
for all r. Let r0 be a point in the domain of these parametrizations.
We would like to show that r 7→ gr is smooth near r0.
Letm be a point ofM whose stabilizer Gm is discrete. The parametriza-
tion r 7→ fr(m) of M takes its values in the orbit G · m. Since
m♮ : G/Gm →M is an induction (Paragraph 1), and by the definition
of the quotient diffeology on G/Gm, there exists a neighbourhood B of
r0 and a smooth map r 7→ g
′
r from B to G such that fr(m) = ρ(g
′
r)(m)
for all r ∈ B. The map r 7→ ρ(g ′r)
−1 ◦ fr is a plot of Diff(M) that takes
its value in ρ(Gm). But since Gm is assumed to be discrete, ρ(Gm) is
also discrete (Paragraph 2). So, r 7→ ρ(g ′r)
−1 ◦ fr is locally constant.
Therefore, after possibly shrinking the neighbourhood B of r0, there
exists a constant element κ ∈ Gm such that ρ(g
′
r)
−1 ◦ fr = ρ(κ), that
is, fr = ρ(g
′
rκ), for all r ∈ B. But also fr = ρ(gr). Because the action
is effective, we deduce that gr = g
′
rκ for all r ∈ B. Because r 7→ g
′
r is
smooth and κ is constant, this implies that r 7→ gr is smooth. 
4. Intersecting vector subspaces. Let E be a finite dimensional
vector space. Let {Ei}i∈I be a family of subspaces of E. If ∩i∈IEi =
{0}, then there exists a finite set of indices (i, j, . . . , k) ⊂ I such that
Ei ∩ Ej ∩ · · · ∩ Ek = {0}.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on the dimension of E. If
E = {0}, the result is trivial: we can take the finite set of indices to
be the empty set. Suppose that the result is true for vector spaces of
dimension smaller than that of E. Because ∩i∈IEi = {0}, there exists at
least one vector subspace Ei such that Ei 6= E, that is dim(Ei) < dim(E).
Let us define I ′ := I r {i}, E ′ := Ei, and E
′
j := E
′ ∩ Ej for all j ∈ I
′.
We have ∩j∈IEj = ∩j∈I ′Ej. Thus, {Ej}j∈I ′ is a family of vector subspaces
of E ′(= Ei) with ∩j∈I ′E
′
j = {0}. By the induction hypothesis, there is a
finite set of indices {j, . . . , k} ⊂ I ′ such that E ′j∩. . .∩E
′
k = {0}. The union
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of this set with the index {i} is a finite set of indices {i, j, . . . , k} ⊂ I
such that Ei ∩ Ej ∩ . . . ∩ Ek = {0}. 
5. Obtaining a discrete intersection of stabilizers. Let M
be a manifold, G a Lie group, and ρ : G→ Diff(M) an effective smooth
action. Then there exists a finite set of points {m1, . . . ,mN} ⊂M such
that the intersection of their stabilizers, Gm1 ∩ . . . ∩GmN, is discrete.
Proof. Denote by G the Lie algebra of G, and, for every point m of
M, denote by Gm the Lie algebra of the stabilizer Gm of m. For any
smooth parametrization P : U → G, if P takes values in Gm, then, for
every r ∈ U, the composition of the differential dPr : TrU→ TP(r)G with
the left translation by P(r)−1 takes values in the subspace Gm of G.
Because the action is effective, ∩m∈MGm = {1}. Recall that Gm =
{ξ ∈ G | exp(tξ) ∈ Gm for all t ∈ R}. It follow that ∩m∈MGm =
{0}. According to Paragraph 4, there exists a finite set of points, say,
{m1, . . . ,mN} ⊂M, such that Gm1 ∩ · · · ∩ GmN = {0}.
Let P : U → G be a smooth parametrization that takes values in
Gm1 ∩ · · · ∩ GmN . For every r ∈ U, the composition of the differen-
tial dPr : TrU→ TP(r)G with the left translation by P(r)
−1 takes values
in Gm1 ∩ . . . ∩ GmN . So the differential dPr is zero for every r ∈ U,
and so the map P is locally constant. Therefore, Gm1 ∩ · · · ∩ GmN is
discrete. 
6. Smooth Lie group actions. Let M be a manifold, G a Lie
group, and ρ : G → Diff(M) an effective smooth action. Then ρ is an
induction. That is, ρ is a diffeomorphism onto its image, when the
image is equipped with the subset diffeology.
Note. Let M be a manifold, G a Lie group, and ρ : G → Diff(M) a
smooth action that is not necessarily effective. Let K = ker ρ. Applying
Claim 6 to the quotient G/K, we deduce that ρ induces a diffeomor-
phism from G/K to its image in Diff(M).
Proof. By Paragraph 5, there exists a natural number N and a point
µ = (m1, . . . ,mN) in M
N whose stabilizer Gµ under the diagonal ac-
tion of G on MN is discrete. Write this diagonal action as ρN : G →
Diff(MN), that is, ρN(g)(m1, . . . ,mN) = (g · m1, . . . , g · mN). By
Paragraph 3, the map ρN : G → Diff(M
N) is an induction. Now,
let r 7→ fr be a plot of Diff(M) that takes its values in ρ(G), and,
for every r, let gr be the element of G such that fr = ρ(gr). Let
fN,r(m1, . . . ,mN) := (fr(m1), . . . , fr(mN)). Then r 7→ fN,r is a plot of
Diff(MN) that takes its values in ρN(G), and fN,r = ρN(gr) for all r.
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Because ρN is an induction, it follows that r 7→ gr is smooth. Thus, ρ
is an induction. 
3. A simple case of embedding
We have proved the theorem that we stated in the introduction: an
effective smooth Lie group action ρ : G→ Diff(M) is an induction.
It is now natural to ask when is such ρ an embedding, that is, a home-
omorphism of G with its image, when the image is equipped with the
subset topology of the D-topology of Diff(M). In other words, how
do these two topologies compare? Paragraph 7 gives a sufficient con-
dition. Applied to GL(n,R) acting naturally on Rn, this condition
shows again that GL(n,R) is embedded in Diff(Rn) [Igl85].
7. An orbit map embedding condition. Let M be a manifold, G
a Lie group, and ρ : G→ Diff(M) an effective smooth action. Suppose
that there exists a natural number k and a point µ = (m1, . . . ,mk) in
Mk such that the orbit map µ♮ : G→M
k for the diagonal action is an
embedding. Then ρ : G→ Diff(M) is an embedding.
Note 1. Considering the n standard basis vectors of Rn, we conclude
that GL(n,R) is embedded in Diff(Rn). The same applies to classi-
cal Lie groups such as the orthogonal groups, the unitary groups, the
symplectic groups, etc.
Note 2. Every diffeological group is embedded (through left transla-
tion) in its group of diffeomorphisms [PIZ05-10, chap. VII]. In particu-
lar, T 2 is embedded in Diff(T 2). The irrational flow R→ Diff(T 2), given
by ρ(t)([x, y]) = [x + t, y+ αt] with α irrational, splits as a composi-
tion R→ T 2 → Diff(T 2). Because the first arrow is not an embedding
(cf. Note 2 of Paragraph 1) and the second arrow is an embedding, a
fortiori, this flow is not embedded in Diff(T 2). Nevertheless, by our
main theorem, this flow is a diffeomorphism with its image in Diff(T 2).
Proof. Let B ⊂ G be an open set, and let
U = µ♮(B) = {(g ·m1, . . . , g ·mk) ∈M
k | g ∈ B}.
Since, by assumption, µ♮ is an embedding, U is open inG·µwith respect
to the subset topology. So, there exists an open subset V ⊂ Mk such
that U = V ∩G · µ. Let us introduce the set
Ω = {f ∈ Diff(M) | (f(m1), . . . , f(mk)) ∈ V}.
Let us check now that Ω is open for the D-topology of the functional
diffeology and that ρ(B) = ρ(G) ∩Ω. This will prove the claim.
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Let P : O → Diff(M) be a plot. The preimage P−1(Ω) consists of those
r ∈ O such that
(P(r)(m1), . . . , P(r)(mk)) ∈ V.
That is, P−1(Ω) = (µ♮ ◦ P)
−1(V). But µ♮ ◦ P is smooth, hence D-
continuous, and V is open. Thus, P−1(Ω) is open. Because this is true
for every plot P : O → Diff(M), we deduce that Ω is D-open.
Let us check now that ρ(B) = ρ(G)∩Ω. Let g ′ ∈ G. By the definition
of Ω, the diffeomorphism ρ(g ′) belongs to Ω if and only if the k-tuple
(g ′ ·m1, . . . , g
′ ·mk) is in V. But this k-tuple is automatically in G ·µ.
So ρ(g ′) belongs to Ω if and only if (g ′ ·m1, . . . , g
′ ·mk) belongs to
the intersection V ∩G ·µ, which, in turn, is equal to U, which is µ♮(B).
Thus, ρ(g ′) belongs to Ω if and only if there exists g ∈ B such that
(g ′ ·m1, . . . , g
′ ·mk) = (g ·m1, . . . , g ·mk). This last condition holds
exactly if g−1g ′ ∈ Gµ. Because Gµ is trivial, ρ(g
′) belongs to Ω if and
only if g ′ = g ∈ B.
Therefore, Ω is D-open in Diff(M), and ρ(B) = ρ(G) ∩Ω. So ρ(B) is
open with respect to the subset topology on ρ(G) that is induced from
the D-topology in Diff(M). The proof is complete. 
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